
it is been fully charged.

Open the rubber cap, there are two card slots, the  one on top is 

for SIM card and the other one is for SD card. Insert the SIM into 

the corresponding slot in according to the direction sign until the

 

notification of sound or vibration. Then insert the SD card in the  

same way.

Note: The AUTOID Pad does not support hot-plug, please restart 

the device after accident hot-plug.
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Light sensor

Rear camera

On initial use of the device or opening of some applications, 

quick tips will pop up to guide you on how to use them. 

Operating menu will pop up after long press on power button, 

then choose Power off to shut device off.

Charging dock interface

charging dock.



Please check whether the scan engine is open or closed.

Please check whether the Seuic’s integrated scan tool and 

the third party application are opened simultaneously. If yes,  close 

the Seuic’s integrated scan tool and disable the “Automatically on 
 
when power on”.

 If the AUTOID Pad is unable to connect to a PC, please check 

whether the USB cable and the Autoid Pad is correctly connected.

 If the device sleep mode cannot be activated, please check 

wheter network data exchange is working or whether the FLASH

and NAND are in the operating process of reading and writing 

data.

End flap cable: Use the end flap cable to connect the AUTOID Pad  

with PC or charging adapter, red indicator means under charging  

while green indicator means it has been fully charged.

ROM

Note: End flap cable, charging dock and USB cable cannot be 

used simultaneously. In case of the device be idle for quite a 

long time, please charge it at least once every two months to 

avoid overdischarging.

Seuic’s integrated scan tool and the customers’ scan tool are 

optional to use in scanning barcodes.

One scan results in two barcodes.

Charging dock: First place the end flap AUTOID pad into the 
charging dock, then plug one end of the charging cable into the 
power port of the charging dock and the other end to power 
supply. Red indicator means it’s being charging and green 
indicator means it has been fully charged.

Single slot charging dock

Note: If both WLAN and mobile data are opened simultaneously,

WLAN will be of higher preference. When WLAN is inaccessible, 

the device will pop up notification to check whether to use the

mobile data.

Please restart the device after replacing the SIM card.


